Abstract-The cloud represents a computing paradigm where shared configurable resources are provided as a service over the Internet. Adding intra-or intercloud communication resources to the resource mix leads to a networked cloud computing environment. Following the cloud infrastructure as a Service paradigm and in order to create a flexible management framework, it is of paramount importance to address efficiently the resource mapping problem within this context. To deal with the inherent complexity and scalability issue of the resource mapping problem across different administrative domains, in this paper a hierarchical framework is described. First, a novel request partitioning approach based on Iterated Local Search is introduced that facilitates the cost-efficient and online splitting of user requests among eligible cloud service providers (CPs) within a networked cloud environment. Following and capitalizing on the outcome of the request partitioning phase, the embedding phase-where the actual mapping of requested virtual to physical resources is performed can be realized through the use of a distributed intracloud resource mapping approach that allows for efficient and balanced allocation of cloud resources. Finally, a thorough evaluation of the proposed overall framework on a simulated networked cloud environment is provided and critically compared against an exact request partitioning solution as well as another common intradomain virtual resource embedding solution.
Adding intra-or intercloud communication resources to the resource mix leads to a networked cloud computing environment (NCE) [3] (Fig. 1) . Networked clouds are addressed with the context of service centric Future Internet (FI) architectures (e.g., the Internet 3.0 architecture) that propose frameworks for composing applications over federated service primitives [4] . In such environment typically we distinguish between cloud service provider and transit network provider, where the latter provides intercloud connectivity.
In order to provide cloud IaaS with minimal management effort it is essential to address efficiently the resource mapping problem. Looking into the domain of a network virtualization environment the problem of mapping substrate (i.e., physical) resources (computing and communication) to Virtual Network (VN) requests is known as Virtual Network Embedding (VNE) problem. The resource mapping solution includes mapping the virtual nodes to the physical host nodes and routing the virtual links over the physical links. However, solving the VNE problem across multiple administrative domains has been only recently addressed within the related research community [3] , [5] , [6] . In brief, it introduces additional challenges related to 1) assigning the requested resources among the various physical resources belonging to different cloud service providers and 2) establishing the interconnection of these resources via appropriate intercloud virtual network services.
In this paper, we explore interdomain resource mapping in a networked cloud environment via the introduction of a hierarchical framework. The key contributions of this work are as follows: Specifically, to deal with the inherent complexity and scalability of the problem under consideration, a request partitioning approach with the use of Iterated Local Search (ILS) metaheuristic is initially proposed and designed. Thereafter, a Networked Cloud Mapping (NCM) approach based on the principles followed in [7] and [8] is adopted for dealing with the intradomain VNE problem. In order to allow for a more realistic and comprehensive formulation of the corresponding resource mapping problem, we define the associated resource provisioning costs based on the availability of resources, namely the scarcity of the resource and the average utilization over a time window, in contrast to most of the existing works where either fixed or random costs are assumed. Detailed evaluations demonstrate that a great efficiency over a large number of VN requests and networked cloud sizes, with minimum computation time, can be obtained through the proposed framework.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides the required background on the interdomain VNE over a virtualized networked cloud environment. Section 3 initially provides a high-level description of the introduced virtual resource mapping framework, along with the proposed resource provisioning cost model to be used for the problem formulation. Then, the proposed algorithms for addressing the virtual resource mapping are described in detail. In Section 4, a thorough evaluation of the proposed overall solution on a simulated networked cloud environment is provided and critically compared against an exact request partitioning solution as well as a common intradomain VNE heuristic. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.
RELATED WORK

VN Request Partitioning
The request partitioning problem is related to the graph partitioning problem. Graph partitioning or bisection is a common NP-complete problem with a large number of applications such as load balancing, mapping, etc. It refers to partitioning the vertices of a graph into a given number of disjoint subsets, so that the number of nodes in each subset is less than a given threshold and the number of cut edges is minimum. Kernighan and Lin [9] are among the most wellknown bisection heuristic. Metaheuristic approaches for graph partitioning include the use of simulated annealing or tabu search [10] . In the case of unbalanced partitions, the kcut problem and the multiway partitioning problem are fundamental partitioning problems. In the case of the k-cut problem the goal is to find a minimum weight set of edges whose removal separates the graph into k disconnected components [11] . When considering link weights the problem for an arbitrary k is NP-complete [11] . A number of solutions have been proposed on solving the k-cut problem [13] , [14] , [15] , [16] . Minimum k-cut partition can be also solved via an appropriate max flow algorithm.
Request partitioning within a networked cloud environment is presented in [3] . The proposed heuristic integrates a minimum k-cut algorithm followed by subgraph isomorphism. Intracloud resource provisioning costs are defined according to resource availability within the cloud. The cost of an intercloud virtual link is defined as a function of the transit network providers it traverses. In the context of network virtualization environment, Houidi et al. [12] split a VN request partitioning across multiple Infrastructure Providers (InPs) using both max-flow min-cut algorithms (Ford-Fulkerson algorithm) and linear programming techniques. Intraprovider provisioning costs are randomly set. The cost of peering links is also randomly set satisfying the constraint that it exceeds the cost of corresponding candidate intradomain links of the two endpoint peers. The approach described in [5] applies a request partitioning heuristic, that starts with an initial graph partitioning and reallocates the different parts of the VN via local improvements. Intradomain resource provisioning costs are randomly generated. The cost of interdomain links is assumed to be an order of magnitude higher than the average intradomain cost.
It should be noted that in most of these approaches either fixed or randomly generated provisioning costs are taken into consideration. In contrast, in our proposed framework more realistic intra-and interdomain resource provisioning costs are included in the request partitioning problem definition. Such costs include resource availability, in terms of scarcity of the resource and the average utilization over a time window, as well as the load on the substrate network.
Virtual Network Embedding
Virtual network embedding within a single domain, with constraints on virtual nodes and virtual links, can be reduced to the NP-hard multiway separator problem [17] . As a result, a number of heuristic-based algorithms have been devised to solve the problem. Several of them decompose the problem into the node mapping phase and the link mapping phase, to reduce the overall complexity (e.g., [18] ). Recent approaches tend to solve the two problems either simultaneously (e.g., [12] ) or providing some type of coordination between the two phases (e.g., [7] ). In most cases, VN requests are handled upon arrival (e.g., [7] , [19] ). Dynamic (e.g., [18] , [20] ) approaches support remapping of resources during the life-time of the request as opposed to static ones (e.g., [20] , [7] ). VNE algorithms suffer from scalability issues and hence request partitioning has been studied for mapping each part of a request to a different part of the substrate network (e.g., [20] ). Distributed algorithms have been proven to enhance overall network resiliency as well as overcome scalability limitations and delays imposed by maintaining information centrally (e.g., [21] ). Apart from heuristic algorithms, metaheuristics have been also applied for solving the VNE problem (e.g., [22] , [23] ).
It is noted that networked cloud environments supported in our proposed framework are more realistic in the sense that heterogeneous substrate resources (e.g., servers and routers) are taken into consideration, as opposed to existing approaches in the literature. Moreover, the proposed intradomain resource mapping formulation and approach takes into account quality of service (QoS) considerations as well, reflecting the need to establish low delay communication paths between noncollocated virtual resources.
Iterated Local Search
The ILS metaheuristic iteratively builds a sequence of solutions generated by the repeated application of an embedded heuristic and perturbation of the local optimum found [24] . The embedded heuristic is most commonly a problem-specific local search technique.
The starting point for the search may be a randomly constructed candidate solution, or one returned by a greedy construction heuristic. Usually, employing a greedy solution results to better performance over less improvement steps. Local Search refers to the local improvements of the solution produced from the perturbation. Essentially, local search consists of moving from one solution to another according to some well-defined rules related to a neighborhood of solution, accepted moves within the neighborhood and termination criterion [25] , [26] , [10] . Regarding acceptable movements in the search space, first improvement or best improvement can be used. Finally, common stopping criteria for local search algorithms are definition of a maximum number of iterations or terminating the search when no improvement has been observed for a number of iterations.
Perturbation generates new starting points of the local search by modifying some local optimum solution. Perturbation guides the algorithm to escape from local optima hence to investigate other parts of the search space. The strength of the perturbation plays a significant role in the efficiency of the algorithm, where strength is usually defined as the number of solution components modified. For a very strong perturbation, ILS behaves like random restart while for a weak perturbation the algorithm's behavior is greedy.
Finally, the solution from which the walk is continued is selected according to an appropriately defined Acceptance Criterion. The new local optimum is accepted usually with a fixed rule, e.g., accept only better solution. To enhance diversification, memory is incorporated on the decision process by keeping track of previous solutions and restarting the ILS when no improvement is noticed over a defined number of iterations.
ILS metaheuristic is adopted for request partitioning in this paper, mainly due to its intrinsic simplicity and general applicability, overcoming at the same time performance/ scalability issues that arise when addressing the resource mapping problem in real time and for large incoming requests.
INTERCLOUD REQUEST PARTITIONING AND
INTRACLOUD RESOURCE MAPPING
Resource Mapping Framework
Within the cloud domain, a user usually interacts directly with a cloud service provider (CP) to request IaaS. In the context of networked clouds, users may interact indirectly with 1) CPs and 2) transit network providers that interconnect clouds with virtual links [3] , since they will rely on a cloud Brokerage Service (denoted in the following as cloud broker) that will be responsible for providing cloud IaaS based on user's requirements. For the sake of simplicity in our work, without loss of validity, we use an abstracted view of the intercloud virtual links spanning multiple transit network providers as depicted in Fig. 1 . In the proposed framework, a hierarchical approach is adopted, where virtual resource mapping on the networked cloud is a two-phase procedure: the Request Partitioning Phase where splitting of the request among eligible CPs takes place, and the Embedding Phase where the actual mapping takes place. A detailed sequence diagram depicting interactions between the user, cloud broker, and potential CPs is provided in Appendix A of the supplementary file, which can be found on the Computer Society Digital Library at http://doi.ieeecomputersociety.org/ 10.1109/TPDS.2012.204.
Request Partitioning Phase
Every cloud broker that receives an incoming request, groups the requested virtual resources according to their functional attributes, creating Virtual Resource Sets (VRS) sharing common characteristics. Functional attributes define characteristics and properties of the resources (e.g., resource type, operating system, virtualization environment, etc.), while nonfunctional attributes specify criteria and constraints related to the resource (e.g., Virtual Machines: CPU, memory, storage, etc.). An one-to-many relation is established between the cloud broker and known CPs that are requested to state provisioning costs.
CPs match physical resource candidates to the received VRSs and respond to the cloud broker with a resource provisioning cost per VRS. The cost is related to resource availability in the cloud. In order to perform partitioning in a realistic environment an appropriate heuristic is devised that can provide near optimal results in real time. The cloud broker concludes upon the most cost-effective request partitioning and sends the corresponding partial requests to the selected CPs for further processing.
Embedding Phase
Upon receiving a partial request, the CP embeds it to its substrate resources using an appropriate intradomain VNE algorithm. In the proposed framework, we follow the basic principles of the methodology introduced in [7] . In this sense, virtual nodes are mapped to substrate nodes in a way that facilitates the mapping of virtual links to physical paths in the subsequent phase. However, the problem is extended and formulated for an arbitrary pool of heterogeneous shared resources, while minimizing the overall number of hops for every virtual link mapped on the substrate [8] . In general, embedding is not an one size fits all process and must be tailored to the needs of the request, taking into consideration resource constraints and requested services (e.g., QoS aware embedding). Embedding costs are sent to the cloud broker that responds to the user with the overall mapping cost.
Intercloud IaaS Cost Definition
In principle, the pricing mechanism for cloud services vary. Requests can be charged based on submission time (peak/ off-peak), pricing rates (fixed/changing) or availability of resources (supply/demand) [27] . In the proposed framework, since the emphasis is placed on efficient resource mapping, we define the resource provisioning costs based on the availability of resources. Therefore, relevant costs are associated with 1) the scarcity of the resource and 2) the average utilization over a time window of the mapping candidates. The cost of an intercloud virtual link is a function of the number of transit providers it traverses, satisfying the constraint that it exceeds the cost of corresponding intradomain links of the two endpoint CPs. In the following, the proposed cost model and definitions are provided in detail (the corresponding notation table is provided in Appendix B of the supplementary file, available online), while an example that tie the following formalism to the resource partitioning problem is presented in Appendix C, available in the online supplemental material.
Substrate
The substrate for every CP i 2 I (where I denotes the set of cloud providers) is modeled as an undirected graph G 
Virtual Request
The requested resources are also modeled as an undirected graph
Following the substrate description we consider the set A of functional requirements for node n 
Resource Matching
Every CP i 2 I, upon receiving the requested VRSs V V A ; 8A, identifies the set of candidate substrate nodes that match the requested functional attributes for set A. The set is denoted as following:
Similarly, the CP identifies for every requested E V d , intradomain candidate substrate links of the same type d in E S i . The set is denoted as follows:
Provisioning Cost Definition and Objective Function
The provisioning cost per CP for every requested VRS V 
Taking all the above into consideration the partitioning cost per CP for V S A;i is given by
Similarly, provisioning cost per CP for every requested E The intercloud provisioning cost of E V d between CPs i and j, i 6 ¼ j 2 I is estimated as follows:
where
. The scarcity of requested intercloud link type d is estimated as:
The penalty p represents the extra cost of a link spanning multiple CPs. It can be arbitrarily low or high depending on the transit network providers cost policy and inter-CP agreements. In this framework, p is related to a percentage (in our case based on experimentation it is considered 20 percent) of the maximum intradomain link provisioning cost of the two endpoint CPs multiplied by the number of transit links needed to interconnect the two CPs. The corresponding objective function with respect to provisioning cost is defined as follows:
It is noted that the first summation term in objective function (1) defines the node provisioning cost based on the resulting node assignment per CP. The second and third summation terms, in the same fashion, determine intra-and intercloud link provisioning cost, respectively.
Request Partitioning via Iterated Local Search
In the following, we discuss the adaptation of the ILS for the purposes of request partitioning. The history dependence is removed in the adopted ILS approach and therefore ILS results in a random walk in the space of local optima [28] . The pseudocode of the ILS procedure with LS is presented in Algorithm 1. To apply the general purpose ILS algorithm to the proposed problem, four procedures need to be fine tuned:
1. Generate Initial Solution: To select an appropriate initial solution for the particular ILS implementation, three cases where examined: (a) least cost node mapping, (b) single CP mapping, and (c) random initial solution. No significant improvement was noticed, both in terms of computing time and provisioning cost, therefore a random initial solution was selected. 2. Perturbation: In terms of perturbation, different strengths have been tested, where perturbation is accomplished by randomly remapping nodes within the set of interconnected clouds. The best performance was achieved when as many as 80 percent of the solution components were altered by the perturbation. 3. Acceptance Criterion: In order to select an appropriate memoryless acceptance criterion two different choices were examined: (a) only better solutions are accepted and (b) a simulated annealing type acceptance criterion is considered [24] . The first approach proved to be the most suitable. This choice of the acceptance criterion has the advantage that it implements a randomized descent in the space of locally optimal solutions [28] . 4. Local Search: In the particular study an iterated descent algorithm for Local Search was applied employing a first improvement pivoting rule (see Section 2). A simple type of move is used to define a neighborhood [10] ; at each iteration a node is remapped to the various remaining CPs. A maximum number of iterations is used as a stopping criterion. 
Optimal Networked Cloud Mapping
Regarding the embedding phase, a NCM approach based on the principles set by Chowdhury et al. [7] and Papagiani et al. [8] was adopted. The node mapping phase and the link mapping phase are defined as follows:
1. Node mapping phase: The physical network graph is augmented by introducing one pseudonode for each virtual node and connecting these pseudonodes to the physical ones. In the augmented substrate, each virtual link with bandwidth constraints is treated as a commodity having as source and destination, a pair of pseudonodes. Hence, the problem is formulated as a MIP commodity flow problem. Solving the flow allocation problem, taking into consideration virtual demands, results in substrate node mapping. Specifically, the optimal fractional solution is computed for the problem's Linear Programming relaxation. The relaxed problem can be solved by any suitable linear programming method, in polynomial time. A rounding technique is applied [29] to obtain the integer solution of the MIP problem. Then, the substrate node is selected, taking also into consideration virtual link demands. 2. Link mapping phase: Once the node mapping procedure has been successfully completed, link mapping is achieved by solving the flow allocation problem allowing traffic bifurcation (multicommodity flow problem). Alternatively, a shortest path algorithm can be applied in order to restrict each flow to a single path.
Intradomain Resource Mapping
Mapping determines the allocation of physical resources to the networked cloud request. Node Mapping within CP i is denoted as:
In order for a virtual node n V A to be mapped to substrate node n 
On the other hand, every virtual link can be mapped to a single substrate path P S i for nonbifurcated routing or a set of substrate paths P S i , when traffic is split in multiple routes among the mapping solutions of the virtual link end points. Under the assumption that flow bifurcation is enabled, link mapping is denoted as:
Similarly, the bandwidth capacity of the virtual link is subject to,
MIP Problem Formulation
For each virtual node, a pseudonode p ¼ ðn V Þ is created and connected to all the substrate nodes of the current CP with infinite bandwidth, creating the augmented undirected substrate graph G 
Given the above consideration the goal can be summarized as follows: 1) minimize the cost of mapping the request into the substrate, and 2) minimize the overall number of hops for the virtual link mn V d . For the sake of simplicity superscripts V ; S are omitted as well as subscript i since embedding takes place with a single CP . Moreover, we consider a single link type. The actual formulation of the cost objective is expressed as: 
Constraints sets (6) and (7) ensure that the sum of all virtual flows that are routed through the substrate link u does not exceed its residual capacity
On the same manner, constraints set (8) ensures that the requested capacity CAP b for a virtual node p 2 V 
Constraints set (9) and (10) are adopted to ensure that at most one pseudonode is linked to a substrate node with the same functional characteristics, while (11) assures that only one substrate node is selected for each pseudonode X 
Constraints set (12) and (14) ensure that the binary variable x mn u is set whenever there is traffic routed of virtual link mn over the substrate link u regardless of the direction. Constraints set (13) guaranties that the resource mapping solution is a connected graph. 
EVALUATION AND RESULTS
In this section, the efficiency of the proposed approach is evaluated via simulation. A discrete event java-based simulator (Simulator for Controlling Virtual Infrastructures) was used for that purpose [8] .
To allow for a thorough evaluation in the following we compare four different approaches, varying on the request partitioning and intradomain VNE methodology adopted. The sets of approaches considered are presented in Table 1 . The proposed ILS heuristic is compared against an exact solution where the request partitioning problem is formulated as a quadratic programming problem and through appropriate transformation a linear integer program is extracted [12] . The linear integer program is solved using the branch and bound algorithm. To successfully embed virtual resources within a cloud two different approaches have been followed: 1) a Greedy node mapping followed by a Shortest Path algorithm for the link mapping phase [7] , and 2) a NCM approach based on the methodology provided in [7] and [8] (see Section 3.4).
Experimentation Setup
Two separate experiments were carried out: Experiment 1 with the goal to evaluate the performance of the proposed request partitioning approach in terms of the quality of the solution obtained and time complexity; and Experiment 2 with the goal of evaluating the impact of the adopted intra-VNE strategy in conjunction with the partitioning approach on the overall mapping solution. The experiments were arranged as follows:
. Experiment 1: Ten simulations were executed for each instance of an incremental set of requested networked Virtual Machines (10-80 VMs per request with a step of 10 nodes). The probability of two nodes being directly connected with a link is set to (1) 50 percent (partial mesh) and (2) [2, 10] . The probability of two nodes being directly connected with a link is set to 50 percent (partial mesh). Regarding the available clouds, five CPs are considered. With respect to the requests for interconnected VMs, computational resources are uniformly distributed in the interval for CPU computational capacity, memory, and disk space, while requested bandwidth is uniformly distributed in the interval [0-50] (values are normalized). They arrive according to a Poisson process with an average rate of four requests per 100 time units, while they are assumed to have exponentially distributed lifetime with an average of 1,000 time units. In addition to these scenarios and within the framework of Experiment 2, a number of different nonuniform distributions were examined for both the size of the requested VMs and bandwidth requirements. The corresponding results demonstrated very similar behavior and trend. Indicatively, in Appendix E, available in the online supplemental material, additional results are provided for geometric VM size distribution and uniformly distributed bandwidth requirements.
Regarding substrate creation per cloud provider, two types of nodes have been used (servers and routers) to provide a more realistic networked cloud environment. Each node is characterized from its type (server, router), its operating system (Windows, JUNOS, etc.) and its virtualization environment (Xen, VMware, JUNOS specific, etc.). Moreover the nodes have different nonfunctional characteristics based on their type, e.g., CPU computational capacity, memory, disk space for servers. Substrate topologies are randomly generated as partial mesh topologies, while each substrate is comprised of 50 nodes. The probability of generating a specific type of node is 80 percent for servers and 20 percent for routers. Routers are only used for forwarding purposes. The available capacities per server resource type CPU computational capacity, memory, disk space, bandwidth are uniformly distributed in the interval [50-100]. The probability of two clouds being directly connected with a intercloud virtual link is 50 percent.
Regarding the proposed ILS metaheuristic, the number of iterations required to converge to a (suboptimal) solution depends on the VN size and the number of available CPs. Based on the above observation the number of iterations was set to a Ã V N size Ã jCP j. The value of the parameter a provides a tradeoff between solution quality and computation time. For the particular set of experiments it was set to a ¼ 10, based on fine tuning. A 2.4 GHz monoprocessor PC with 2 GBytes of available RAM has been used for this evaluation.
Experiment 1: Request Partitioning Evaluation
The objective is to evaluate the request splitting algorithm performance in terms of VN provisioning cost and computing time required to split a VN graph request. For that purpose Approach 1 (Exact-GSP) and Approach 2 (ILS-GSP) have been examined. Provisioning cost is estimated according to the objective function 1. The two approaches are compared in terms of the percentage of the incremental provisioning cost, defined as:
In scenario 1, the request is split among five CPs. The incremental VN provisioning cost for full or partial mess (Fig. 2) ranges from approximately 0.5 to 3 percent. In terms of computing time the ILS-GSP clearly outperforms the Exact-GSP regarding full or partial mess topologies (as shown in Fig. 3 ). The upper curve representing the Exact-GSP method follows exponential growth, whereas the lower curve referring to the ILS-GSP method increases approximately linearly in the length of the input, demonstrating the efficiency of the proposed solution. To obtain a better understanding of how scalable the proposed solution is, Table 2 presents computing times for partitioning incrementally increasing requests that could not however be solved to optimality. Although the number of requested nodes N V are presented, we must note that the number of requested links are in the range of 0:5
leading from approximately 2,500 requested links in the case of jN V j ¼ 100 to approximately 30,000 in the case of jN V j ¼ 350, while response time of the algorithm is kept within acceptable limits (less than 3 secs). Fig. 4 depicts the percentage of the requests that were partitioned between different CPs, for scenario 1 and partially mesh topologies. Small sized requests of 10 virtual nodes are mostly allocated in a single CP, avoiding intercloud virtual links. Similar results can be obtained for full mesh topologies as well, where a small increase in the percentage of partitioned requests as expected is observed. For larger sets of interconnected VMs, partitioning is almost unavoidable. An increased demand for intradomain links leads to increased intradomain link cost (according to the corresponding cost definition). Moreover intradomain link mapping is more challenging, leading to request partitioning.
Experiment 2-Embedding Solution Evaluation
The objective of this experiment is to evaluate the performance of all the approaches defined in Table 1 . Commonly used metrics for evaluating the mapping solution are utilized, including embedding cost/revenue and request acceptance ratio as depicted in Table 3 . The revenue metric over time is an indicator of the CP's gain from accepting requests, while the cost over time reflects the corresponding cost for embedding a request and allocating cloud resources.
According to Figs. 5 and 6, utilizing NCM as the embedding algorithm, enhances the request acceptance ratio, providing increased revenue. This reveals the efficiency of using a more sophisticated virtual resource mapping scheme. A second conclusion that can be drawn refers to the impact of the request partitioning algorithm on the intradomain virtual resource mapping. The ILS metaheuristic when possibly trapped in local optima, is not able to interpret the conditions (resources availability) within a CP to an optimal partitioning solution, especially for large VN requests. This leads subsequently to an increase in embedding request denials-as reflected in the acceptance ratio. A feedback mechanism between the CP and the cloud broker can ameliorate this potential drawback.
As shown in Fig. 7 , the impact of the request partitioning algorithm employed is significant on the embedding cost. In conjunction with the embedding revenue graph, it is extracted that the application of the exact partitioning algorithm leads to increased embedding cost due to longer paths employed in the link mapping process, when G-SP is employed. The same difference is not reflected in the case that NCM is applied as the intradomain embedding algorithm due to the fact that the NCM selects an appropriate node mapping that targets toward physical path minimization.
CONCLUSIONS
In this work, the cloud resource mapping problem over a networked cloud computing environment is studied, by providing high-performance algorithms in terms of embedding effectiveness and runtime complexity. Within the proposed framework, an ILS-based heuristic is employed to provide a cost-efficient resource allocation realizing the partitioning of the user request. Numerical results obtained through modeling and simulation demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed approach. The proposed algorithm is compared against an exact method that provides minimal cost partitioning. Detailed evaluations have shown a great cost efficiency over a large number of VN request instances and networked cloud sizes, with minimum computation time. Following VN partitioning, a sophisticated intra VNE algorithm based on linear programming is utilized so that each sub-VN is properly allocated in the selected cloud. The objective is to minimize the cost of embedding a request by performing load balancing and enhancing the cloud scalability.
Finally, it should be noted that resource provisioning cost has been defined in this paper based on node scarcity and average utilization. Thus, utilization in this case depends linearly on the computing resources. An interesting approach would be to derive utilization based on more enhanced queuing models [30] , that could better reflect potential nonlinear behaviors. 
